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Abstract: Following the rising technological advancements on composite marine structures, there
is a corresponding surge in the demand for its deployment as ocean engineering applications. The
push for exploration activities in deep waters necessitates the need for composite marine structures
to reduce structural payload and lessen weights/loads on platform decks. This gain is achieved by its
high strength–stiffness modulus and light-in-weight attributes, enabling easier marine/offshore oper-
ations. Thus, the development of composite marine risers considers critical composite characteristics
to optimize marine risers’ design. Hence, an in-depth study on composite production risers (CPR) is
quite pertinent in applying composite materials to deep water applications. Two riser sections of 3 m
and 5 m were investigated under a 2030 m water depth environment to minimise structural weight.
ANSYS Composites ACP was utilized for the CPR’s finite element model (FEM) under different load
conditions. The choice of the material, the fibre orientation, and the lay-up configurations utilised
in the modelling technique have been reported. In addition, the behaviour of the composite risers’
layers under four loadings has been investigated under marine conditions. Recommendations were
made for the composite tubular structure. Results on stresses and weight savings were obtained from
different composite riser configurations. The recommended composite riser design that showed the
best performance is AS4/PEEK utilising PEEK liner, however more work is suggested using global
design loadings on the CPR.

Keywords: composite riser; tailored local design; finite element model (FEM); marine pipeline risers;
composite marine structures; numerical modelling; advanced composite material; stress

1. Introduction

Presently, the global demand for oil/gas products has induced the incremental need for
rapid technological advances in novel materials [1–6]. Such an advancement in composite
materials has been induced by the increased application of marine composites [7,8] and the
shift in the fluid-transfer operations from shallow water to deep water [9–13]. This trend is
particularly evident in the developments achieved on deep water composite risers [14–18].
However, the deep water operations require more riser lengths, resulting in a considerable
increment in weight. The number of the risers needed depends on the type of offshore
structure, the type of risers required, the riser configuration considered, and the water
depth [19–22]. Improving the riser technology is a challenge, as such composite materials
are recommended as an excellent choice. The composites proffer superior positives, which
can be utilised. These benefits include weight gains, high strength attributes, high fatigue
resistance, low bending stiffness, high corrosion resistance, and light weight [23–30]. Due
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to the exciting features of composite materials, there is growth in the application and
recent research on offshore composites, marine composites, and composite risers [31–40].
However, recent studies on these structures reflect the necessity to design composite risers
by considering the loadings including environmental loads [41–48]. A typical composite
riser pipe technology called M-pipe developed by Magma is shown in Figure 1.
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55° by Doris Engineering [15]. The authors presented their design that assumed the fibres 
in each layer were load-bearing, according to netting theory [25,74–78]. However, there 
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that titanium liner had lesser root mean square (RMS) strains than aluminium liner. How-
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Figure 1. Composite riser pipe section with Magma m-pipe end fittings, showing (a) end-fitting with
fittings, pipe, seal and smaller flange (b) end-fitting coupled with pipe and bigger flange with unique
bolt ends (courtesy: Technip FMC’s Magma Global).

Composite marine risers have been considered for deployment, utilisation in deep
waters, and as composite production risers [49–58]. These studies reflect different novel
approaches on composite riser design and analysis. These studies also underpin the
stress deformations alongside the buckling attributes of the structure. Research on com-
posite risers stems from previous studies on shells, composite tubulars, and cylindrical
structures [34,59–65] as seen in current related standards [66–71]. The first successful de-
ployment of composite risers was a joint for composite risers installed on the Heidrun
offshore platform [2,23,72–74]. Subsequently, the design evolution of composite risers has
been achieved progressively for over 30 years [2,14–18,23]. The solutions on weight reduc-
tion and efficiency improvement were conducted using fibre reinforcements at an angle of
+/− 55◦ by Doris Engineering [15]. The authors presented their design that assumed the
fibres in each layer were load-bearing, according to netting theory [25,74–78]. However,
there were no stresses in the transverse direction, and that resulted in an efficient angle
of +/− 54.7◦. This study helped in the application of the filament winding technique on
composite risers [60,61], design of prototypes [17,38,79,80], experimental tests [81–86], and
the global–local design [42–46,87–91] and safety-reliability assessments [92–95]. Similarly,
the developments led to advances in end-fitting designs, the metal–composite interface
(MCI), debonding, delamination, and composite riser joint design. In a nutshell, more stud-
ies focused on the strength performance, buckling, material choice, and fibre orientation
and optimization of composite risers [96–105]. The technology for composite risers is not
fully enabled for full deployment. It is currently used as a hybrid riser system, since it
is a supporting or enabling technology which implies that it requires more investigation
for its qualification for deep water applications [106]. Jha et al. [107] presented various
optimised hybrid composite pipe solutions by appreciating the variety of composite pipe
design concepts and addressing key concerns bearing on both the manufacturing and
customer acceptability point of view. Tan et al. [44] investigated 1500 m composite risers by
utilising coupling analysis in both global and local analysis, whereby the authors found that
titanium liner had lesser root mean square (RMS) strains than aluminium liner. However,
the technology challenges for composite risers are based on the weight of risers limiting
their lengths and motion of offshore operation facilities when applied further into deep
waters [35–37,47,89]. An illustration of the composite marine risers with loads acting on
the structure is represented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Typical composite riser showing composite stack-up, cross-section, and some loads (not
drawn to scale).

Another engineering challenge is the qualification of lengthy CPRs, as more novel
optimized designs are required. Some discussions on optimization were presented in differ-
ent literature [97–104]. Harte et al. [101,102] carried out some optimisation techniques on
composite pipelines using a safety factor of 4.5. The authors observed that to lessen the com-
posite pipeline’s weight, optimisation had to be conducted around the composite pipeline
joint (CPJ). They also found a significant reduction in the peak stresses and the weight of
the pipeline. Composite riser designs evolved into optimized designs as presented with a
prototype using bonded and unbonded armours [108]. Amaechi et al. [87,88] introduced a
novel numerical approach for the 18-layered composite riser structure using the ANSYS
Composites ACP module and presented some safety factors on the structure under six
unique loading cases and concluded that the finite element model was recommended
for the validated design. Wang et al. [45–48,89] investigated global and local design of
composite risers using ANSYS APDL and presented stress profiles for some configurations
used to investigate the reduction in the structural weight under critical load cases. In
addition, this technique considered the manual tailoring effects by using multiple variables
for less, which was later optimised using surrogate-assisted evolutionary algorithm (SAEA)
optimisation [104], which led to a weight reduction of 25% from the designs. Singh and
Ahmad [91] presented a numerical design of carbon epoxy composite production risers
carried out using ABAQUS AQUA in random water waves and investigated the global and
local design using steel liner by considering the limit state failure criteria and validated
the study with a composite riser model by Kim [108]. Other numerical methods deployed
include homogenization of the multilayered composite offshore production risers [109,110].
In another study on the failure analysis of composite cylindrical structure by Bhavya
et al. [111], the failure criteria applied were the Tsai-Wui and the maximum normal stress
theories. They studied the influence of diameter to thickness ratio under pressure loads on
four-layered and six-layered cylindrical structures using the finite element model.

The tailored local design on composite risers for deep water environments to minimise
the structural weight is presented herein. In this paper, Section 1 presents the introduction,
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Section 2 presents the analytical model, Section 3 presents the numerical model, Section 4
presents the results and discussion, while Section 5 presents the concluding remarks. The
study will aid the development of the global design of composite risers under different
configurations for riser installation and deployment.

2. Analytical Model
2.1. Stress and Deformation

Consider a thick laminate of the composite riser formed by more plies for the composite
laminas. In theory, the laminas are made up of two components, called M and N, where
M is the representative volume of the total composite riser body and N is the number of
fibre orientations. The material is considered in both the cylindrical coordinate system and
cartesian coordinate system. The z-axis lies perpendicular to the plane of the laminae as
given in Figure 3. With regards the effective macroscale of the composite material, the stress
and strain definitions for the material are respectively given by Equations (1) and (2) [91]:

σij =
1
M

∫
M

σijdM (1)

εij =
1
M

∫
M

εijdM (2)

Let us consider the point where both the stress and strain values on each of the com-
posite riser lamina are constant. At this point, integrate the set of equations in Equations (1)
and (2) to obtain Equations (3) and (4) [91]:

σij = ∑N
k=1 Mkσij

(k) (3)

εij = ∑N
k=1 Mkεij

(k) (4)

In this research, the 18 layers of the composite riser under internal pressure load are
represented by N = 18. The material model of the cylindrical composite riser is depicted by
a cylindrical coordinate system, where r represents the radial, θ is the hoop, and z is the
axial coordinate. The strains and stresses in cylindrical riser pipe do not depend on θ when
it is asymmetrically loaded.

Both the radial displacement and axial displacements are independent on the ra-
dial coordinates (r) and axial coordinates (z), respectively. Thus, the displacement field
for the composite riser can be enunciated in Equation (5), where ur, uθ, and uz are the
displacements for the radial, hoop and axial directions, respectively.

ur = ur(r), uθ = uθ(r, z), uz = uz(z) (5)

where the reference frames are denoted by MPCS (material principal coordinate system)
and CPCS (cylindrical coordinate system), as in Figure 3.

The characteristic effects of both twist (shear twist) and Poisson ratio are considered
for each lamina of the anisotropic material. For the N-layered cylindrical composite riser,
2 N + 2 unknown constants are to be obtained for each of the layers. This is determined
based on stress–strain relationship, stress–displacement relationship, and the boundary
conditions for the system.
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2.2. Elastic Solution of Stresses

The classical laminate theory has been utilised in the design approach for the CPR. This
is used to evaluate the stack-up and laminate properties by considering the laminate forces.
The composite riser is considered as a shell model with nodal deformations. Adequate
bonding of the layers is necessary to ensure less stress on the laminates. The material
properties for the composite riser are provided for each layer with different thickness, as
described in Section 3. The mechanical behaviour of the composite riser is dependent on
the material attributes, the orientation angle of the lay-ups, and the laminate thicknesses.
Although risers are slender structures, we design the composite riser as a shell with
characteristic values. These are given as the in-plane laminate stiffness and flexural laminate
stiffness, respectively. Under operational conditions, we can formulate the boundary
conditions for the composite riser.

Consider the three-dimensional material properties for multilayered composite mate-
rials, having engineering constants where the matrix elements for the material modulus are
given by Cij (i, j = x, y, z) and Gii (i = x, y, z). Assume transverse isotropy for the unknown
equivalent characteristics along the y-z axis of the unidirectional composite material(s).
The denotation for the engineering constant is Ei (i = x, y, z), the material’s principal axis
along the fibre direction is x, and the material’s principal axis along the transverse direction
is y; thus the illustration in Figure 3.

2.3. Constitutive Equation

For the local design of the composite risers, consider a composite hose tube acted upon
by internal pressure; thus, it will be subject to the orientation of the composite laminate
and the winding angle ∅. However, when there is axisymmetric loading acting on the
composite tube, such as internal pressure loads, the relationship for the stresses and strains
becomes dependent on θ, such that Equation (6) holds, where u, σ, and ε represent the
displacement vector, stress tensor, and strain tensor, respectively.

∂u
∂θ

= 0,
∂σ

∂θ
= 0,

∂ε

∂θ
= 0 (6)
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There will be a resultant force that acts laterally on the material of the composite
hose tube or composite riser pipe when it is subjected to constant internal pressure. That
resultant force is proportional to the constant tension force which produces a constant
axial strain. Considering the stress analysis of composite tubes and composite risers, it is
determined based on the thickness of the wall. For the present study, the stress analysis
of thick-walled composite is applied. Details on the numerical modelling approach are
discussed in Section 3. The results of this analytical model were computed and compared
with the numerical model as presented in Section 4.1. See analytical formulations in [112].

3. Numerical Model
3.1. The Model Design

The model designed for the CPR in this research is the local design investigated
utilising the ANSYS workbench. It was used to design the riser by considering it as a multi-
layered structure. A comparative study between the tailored model and the conventional
model of the composite riser was conducted in the local design. Optimisation and global
design were also carried out but not detailed in the present study. The particulars for the
CPR are detailed in Table 1. This design was carried out for a CPR operating in a water
depth of 2030 m. The effective weight of the riser was taken into account in the riser’s
tension computation depending on the wall thickness(es) utilised. The extreme cases for
the burst analysis are not included, and the tension of the riser was designed differently.
In the design of the composite riser, three approaches were considered: numerical design,
conventional design, and analytical design. The constitutive model for the composite riser
was derived using the analytical design. The traditional design of composites is based on
orthogonal design, in which laminate reinforcements are exclusively positioned along the
hoop and axial fibre directions. In this approach, the composite risers’ plies are oriented
similarly, wherein both the axial and hoop layers are oriented at 0◦ and 90◦, respectively.

The composite riser design was analysed by applying maximal stress distribution
as the failure criteria. This was on each composite lamina (layer), as the design targets
the implementation in deep waters. The effects of the fibre orientation and material
combinations were investigated in in-plane shear, transverse, and fibre directions. The
distribution was formulated under four different load cases. In order to analyse the stresses
in composite riser body of the composite materials, we used the finite element model (FEM)
software, utilising ANSYS ACP (versions R18.2 and R1 2021) [113,114]. Two riser sections
of 3 m and 5 m were applied in the local design, and the consequence of the burst case was
validated numerically. The riser design was considered for application in deep waters of
about 2030 m depth. The water depth is vital for global design, which is not conducted
herein; however, further considerations should include the global design of the composite
riser.

Table 1. Parameters for the composite riser model.

Particulars Value Unit

Material Composites -

Number of Layers 17, 18, and 21 -

Failure Criteria Max. Stress -

Innermost Layer Liner -

Outer Diameter 0.305 m

Length of Riser Section 3.000 m

Ocean Depth 2030.000 m

Surface Area 7.661 m2
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3.2. Material Properties

The material properties considered in this local design are used to model the com-
posite riser. The setup for the material model includes the materials for the matrix, the
fibre reinforcements, and the liners considered in the design, as presented in Tables 2 and 3.
The scientific basis for selecting parameters in Tables 2 and 3 is based on specifications
recommended in the ABS industry standard [70]. The design considerations for the con-
ditions for the composite production riser (CPR) are pressure resistance, fluid tightness,
and fluid capillarity. As such, the choice of design materials for the CPR, particularly the
liner, includes the prevention of fluid leakage. On that note, the key considerations are not
only the choice of the fibre reinforcements and the matrix but also the materials selection.
Hence, the materials selected must be able to withstand different mechanical loadings and
different environmental conditions, as specified in DNV and ABS standards [66–70]. Con-
sidering a composite marine riser that is fully operational, high pressure conditions must
be considered. The elastic constants considered in the material properties were utilised
based on the theory applied by Sun and Li [115]. Based on the classical laminate theory,
the laminates for the composite riser were efficiently analysed. The walls of this composite
marine riser are considered as thick laminates. Thus, higher-order mathematical theories
(HOMT) with three-dimensional (3D) material characteristics are required. The homoge-
nous solid was used for a characteristic lengthwise span of the CPR. Due to deformation in
the global composite riser, there is comparative deformation when compared to composite
materials of shorter lengths. Considering the classical laminate theory (CLT), constants
on the in-plane effective properties of the composite body can be generated. Thus, there
must be three-dimensional effective properties. The material properties of the composite
riser depend on time, static loads (tension and pressure), and environmental conditions
(such as temperature, chemicals, or water). These properties were obtained via several
validated scientific studies, as in referenced publications and technical reports [116–119].
These selected composite materials were also validated for the composite riser model, using
verified modelling methods [3–5,87–91].

Table 2. Material characteristics for unidirectional FRP lamina.

Parameter/
Description

Fibre Volume
Fraction

Density
(kg/m3)

E1
(GPa)

E2 = E3
(GPa)

G12 = G13
(GPa)

G23
(GPa)

σT
1

(GPa)
σc

1
(GPa)

σT
2

(GPa)
σc

2
(GPa)

τ12
(GPa) V12 = V13 V23

(APC2)
IM7/PEEK 0.55 1320.0 172.00 8.30 5.50 2.80 2900 1300 48.3 152.0 68.0 0.27 0.48

(V2021) Carbon
fibre/Epoxy 0.55 1580.0 10.32 10.32 7.97 3.70 4900 1470 69.0 146.0 98.0 0.27 0.50

(APC2)
P75/PEEK 0.55 1773.0 280.00 6.70 3.43 1.87 668 364 24.8 136.0 68.0 0.30 0.69

(T700) Carbon
fibre/Epoxy 0.58 1580.0 230.00 20.90 27.60 2.70 4900 1470 69.0 146.0 98.0 0.20 0.27

(APC2)
AS4/PEEK 0.58 1561.0 131.00 8.70 5.00 2.78 1648 864 62.4 156.8 125.6 0.28 0.48

(S-2) Glass
fibre/Epoxy 0.55 2464.0 87.93 16.00 9.00 2.81 4890 1586 55.0 148.0 70.0 0.26 0.28

(938)
P75/Epoxy 0.55 1776.0 310.00 6.60 4.10 2.12 720 328 22.4 55.2 176.0 0.29 0.70

(938)
AS4/Epoxy 0.60 1530.0 135.40 9.37 4.96 3.20 1732 1256 49.4 167.2 71.2 0.32 0.46

FRP—fibre-reinforced plastics; S-2—AGY glass fibre; T700—Toray carbon fibre; PEEK—polyether-ether-ketone.
1st subscript—fibre path; 2nd subscript—transverse path; 3rd subscript—in-plane shear path. Composite ply
calculations were on stress components with orientations in these 3 directions called stress directions or stress
paths. V1, V2, V3—Poisson’s ratios; G12, G13, G23—shear moduli; E2, E2, E3—elastic moduli. HS—high-strength;
superscript C—compression; superscript T—tension.
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Table 3. Material characteristics for liners.

Parameter/Description Poisson’s
Ratio, V

Elongation at
Break (%)

Ultimate Stress
(MPa)

Yield Stress
(MPa)

Elastic Modulus
(MPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

(Victrex) PEEK 0.400 45.00 125.0 110.0 4.0 1300.0

HDPE 0.460 10.00 43.0 1350.0 565.0 995.0

(Nylon PA) PA12 0.400 10.00 54.0 1500.0 540.0 1010.0

PVDF 0.400 10.00 54.0 1540.0 550.0 1780.0

(X80) Steel 0.300 5.90 950.0 880.0 207.0 7850.0

(1953T1) Aluminium alloy 0.300 7.50 540.0 480.0 71.0 2780.0

(Ti6Al4V) Titanium alloy 0.342 14.00 950.0 880.0 113.8 4430.0

PEEK—polyether-ether-ketone; HDPE—high-density polyethelene; PVDF—polyvinylidene fluoride; PA12—
polyamide 12.

3.3. Stack-Up Sequence

Modelling of the composite riser layers was conducted by considering the arrangement
of the plies. The layers were arranged by considering the stack-up sequence in Table 4. This
included the arrangement of the matrix and the fibre reinforcements. Sketch of stack-up
sequence of laminate ply showing different layer orientations is shown in Figure 4. Table 4
only shows the matrix mix using titanium liner, but other liners were also used as seen in
Section 4. The rules of matrix used in this study are not discussed herein. However, it is
noteworthy that the rules of matrix should be considered in selecting the matrix mix, liners
and the stacking sequence (see related literature [87,88,112]).
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Table 4. Selected design, stack-up sequences, material configurations, and CPR’s composite lamina
orientations.

Liner Material
Liner Thickness

(mm) Fibre Matrix Lay-Up
Lamina Thickness (mm)

0◦◦◦ ±±±53.5◦◦◦ 90◦◦◦

Titanium 9 AS4 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

Titanium 9 IM7 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

Titanium 9 P75 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

Titanium 9 AS4 Epoxy [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

Titanium 9 IM7 Epoxy [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

Titanium 9 P75 Epoxy [903,(±53.5)5,05] 1.84 1.48 0.6

3.4. Design Load Cases

Five (5) different loading cases have been investigated on the local design in Table 5.
The loadings on this CPR designed in this research were conducted using the load cases
stipulated in industry recommendations on designing CPRs [66–70]. Figure 2 depicts the
loads acting on a typical CPR. The fixed ends of the composite riser section include a top
boundary and bottom boundary as in Figure 5. The boundary condition for the burst
load was developed using one fixed end while the other was free with an end effect. Both
the pressure and tension loads considered on the CPR are tabulated in Table 5. Both the
composite body and the liner contribute to the effective weight of the CPR. According to
the ABS Standard [70], effective tensions are established from dual trials. The first is the
riser model’s effective weight when the annulus is filled with mud. A safety factor of 1.5
was used, as recommended by the standards. The second factor is the effective weight
of the riser model with an oil-filled annulus. A safety factor (S.F) of 2.25 is indicated in
recommendations from the ABS standard for the tension study, but S.F. of 2 was applied.

Table 5. The design loadings for modelling the composite riser.

Design Loads Parameters Detailed Information of Load

Design Load 01 Tension Load Using 2.25 as factor of load and the max. tensions

Design Load 02 Internal Pressure (Burst) + effect of load at ends Using the int. pres. at 155.25 MPa is utilised

Design Load 03 External Pressure (Collapse) Using the ext. pres. at 60.00 MPa is utilised

Design Load 04 Combined—Tension cum Internal Pressure Using the int. pres. at 155.25 MPa for the tensions

Design Load 05 Combined—Tension cum External Pressure Using 2.25 as factor of load for 19.50 MPa ext. pres.
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3.5. Design Method

In the numerical approach, the composite riser’s reinforcements were developed in
three directions: axial, angled, and hoop. This provided different orientations for this
composite riser as designed. Furthermore, the plies’ stacking lay-up pattern and angles
of the fibres for the composite riser’s structure were meticulously planned and specially
arranged. This is depicted in Table 4. The liner properties are given in Tables 2–4, and
different orientations were used. The riser design is a multilayered tubular structure
having eighteen (18) layers. Figure 6 presents the simplified methodology for the design
approach used. This procedure was followed in order to obtain the optimum model for
the project, as researched. This method is iterative with an advantage of presenting the
strength performance of more layers. After inputting the basic design parameters, a finite
element (FE) investigation was undertaken. With these variable values, the boundary
conditions were set as fixed at one end and open at the other end. The burst load case
was first conducted to calculate the composite riser’s thickness. At this point, a decision
was taken, leading to a corresponding update to be carried out on the CPR model. Hoop-,
angled- (or off-axis), and axial-reinforced bracings were considered in the tailored local
design. In addition, the hoop- and axial-fibre-reinforced bracings were considered in the
conventional orthogonal method. In the design, the burst case dictates the performance
results of the composite riser. It is the fundamentally crucial loading for the design and
also firstly investigated among other loadings. When the burst case results show good
performance, the other load cases in the model will also have good performance. Thus, the
burst load case is considered the most sensitive of all the load cases.
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Figure 6. Simplified methodology for the design approach.
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3.6. Stress Plot Criteria

The stresses for each layer were obtained and plotted in series of the composite riser.
The stress distributions were obtained from the top, middle, and bottom locations of the
composite riser layers as depicted in Figure 7. The results for each of the load cases are
presented in Section 4. The results are from the laminae directions, as illustrated in Figure 8.
The typical stress result is depicted in Figure 5. Maximum stress criterion was used to
determine the Factor of Safety (FOS) for failure in the first ply. Using ANSYS ACP module,
the design criterion was chosen with caution, by incorporating numerous failure criteria
such as maximum stress, LaRC, and Puck rather than employing a single criterion. For
each load instance, these criteria were utilised to consider all the out-of-plane and in-plane
shear stress components in each composite lamina. This method was then carried out again
by guesswork to optimise the design. Thus, the trials involved the use of different layer
thicknesses and configurations until a minimal safety factor was obtained as 1.0.
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3.7. Finite Element Modelling

Table 1 lists the characteristics of the composite riser. The composite riser’s finite
element modelling (FEM) was carried out numerically in ANSYS Composites ACP. For
the FEA, 3D layered structural solid elements called Solid 186 elements were used. This
class of element can allow quadratic displacements as well as 3-degrees-of-freedom trans-
lation motion around the vertices. These linking vertices (or nodes) are 20 in number.
Solid-186-layered components were used to simulate CPR laminates. Therefore, Solid-186-
homogenous element was utilised to simulate solitary elements such as radial axis liners.
The circumference of the sketched CPR section in Figures 4–8 were designed in ANSYS
Design Modeler. Figures 4 and 5 show that the CPR model has two end-edges located at the
top and two edges located at the bottom created using two semicircles at each end. Next,
two side edges were designed to define the circumferential divisions on the outer wall of
the composite riser. The FEM was performed utilising a ratio of axial to circumferential
divisions as 50:65 per semicircle. 6000 nodes and 6500 elements were applied in the first
finite element model, whereas in the second model, there were 8632 nodes and 8684 ele-
ments in the finite element model. In ANSYS ACP, the composite riser was modelled as
a shell structure to apply the composite materials. The material layup for the composite
riser was designed for different configurations with each having 18 layers. Various liners
were considered on the designs studied. Figure 4 represents the resulting plot depicting
plies in ANSYS ACP for the composite riser’s FEM. The load cases were used to obtain
stress values for every composite layer across various thicknesses as part of the local design
technique. Specific initial values for the composite riser layers were estimated and used
in the numerical method by first guessing the behaviour. The next step was ensuring the
carryout of the analysis for the different load cases. Figure 8 represents the fibre direction
and orientation for the composite riser at 90◦. The green arrows represent the fibre direction
while the purple arrows represent the orientation. The values of the layers along the axial,
angled, and hoop paths had increased and decreased magnitudes based on the values,
orientation, and condition used in the design.

3.8. Mesh and Convergence

The mesh convergence study on the 3D CPR model was implemented using two
methods as presented in this section. The mesh model for the CPR is shown in Figure 4.
A convergence investigation was conducted using the mesh of the CPR. The goal of the
investigation includes mesh convergence. Establishing the strength-wise behaviour of the
composite riser requires the convergence study. This was calculated using the highest value
of the aggregate deformation. Figure 9a,b depicts the convergence study using different
mesh numbers of divisions for obtaining the mesh sizes. The convergence results show that
convergence occurred at maximum total deformation of 2.4599. The divisions were in two
directions: the axial divisions and circumferential divisions. In Figure 9, the convergence
occurred for the mesh case for 50 axial divisions and 65 circumferential divisions. This
method enables the fibres to be formed around the circumferential axis of the composite
riser. It can be observed also from the results that when less nodes and elements are
used, the stress values obtained from the mesh elements are less, as in the case of 30 axial
divisions and 55 circumferential divisions. This is observed to be consistent in the hoop,
angled, and axial layers. When the element and nodes are smallest, more time is consumed
in processing the finite element analysis. However, with the convergence study, the best
mesh size has been determined.
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3.9. Validation

According to DNV [66] and ABS [70], the factor of safety (F.S) approach could be
utilised to evaluate the stress distribution of composite riser layers. The results acquired for
the CPR’s local design from the current research were compared to the research findings
from Wang et al. [45]. The ratioed proportion of permissible (or allowable) strength to the
actual strength is known as the factor of safety (F.S). The output of the numerical analysis
on the composite riser model under the burst load case are presented in Figure 10a. The
results show good agreement and, as also observed, this model had 18 layers represented
as layers 1–18, while the CPR model by Wang et al. [45] had 17 layers, represented as
layers 2–18. In addition, layers 1–4 represent the axial layers for both models, but of
material properties. Thus, the factor of safety values have some variance. This is due to the
difference in the material’s modulus used, the material’s thickness utilised, and the length
of the composite tube. Thus, the behaviour of the reinforcements considering the factor
of safety shows that the method applied in this design is in good agreement with that of
Wang’s model. The safety factor method and stress component magnitudes were used in
validating this study and they were shown to be in good agreement across the off-axis
lamina and the hoop lamina. In addition, layers 1–4 represent the axial layers for both
models, with variance in the factor of safety. However, despite the similarity in the models,
there was some variance observed across the axial lamina. This is due to the difference
in the modulus of the material used, the material’s thickness used, and the composite
tube’s length. In this current research modelling, 5 m composite riser was used, while
Wang et al. [45] employed a 3 m composite riser. Thus, the behaviour of the reinforcements
considering the factor of safety is also a function of the length of the composite riser. The
study shows that the method applied in this design is in good agreement with Wang’s CPR
model [45]. The second method considered was the element sizes in the investigation as
depicted in Figure 10b. The ANSYS model was thus specified utilising the thickness for
the PEEK liner as 6 mm. It was configured as [03,(±52)10,904] laminates having 17 lamina
layers for the hoop, off-axis, and axial layers in the ratio 90◦:52◦:0◦. The fibre-reinforced
bracings had respective thicknesses of 1.6 mm, 1.30 mm, and 1.40 mm. The same laminate
materials were employed in this scenario, but the ANSYS model’s liner assumed PEEK
polymer characteristics. Figure 10b contrasts the findings of both analyses in the burst
instance, illustrating the validity of the FE model applied in this research. The hoop, off-
axis, and axial laminae all had analogous tensile stresses along the fibre direction, with an
average difference of 2.096% across all layers. In Figure 10b, the maximum tensile stress
distributions for the burst instance are compared during the CPR’s local analysis, and the
element size of 30 mm is used versus a 5 mm element size. There were 158,316 nodes
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and 158,000 elements generated. The stress values at the top and bottom of each ply were
obtained for both mesh sizes. From the results of the stresses obtained, no considerable
variation was seen. For the 5 mm mesh size, the stress in the hoop plies (14–18) was almost
20.0 MPa less. Since improving the mesh very slightly improves the validity of the findings,
this verifies that the 30 mm element size findings were adequately convergent.
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4. Results

The results are presented using bar charts depicting the maximal stresses across each
lamina (ply). Starting with the deepest inner lamina encircling the liner and culminating at
the uttermost outer lamina of the laminate, the layers are numbered along the horizontal
plane. The maximal interlaminar stresses are investigated using pressures located along the
outermost (top), innermost (bottom), and centre (midpoint). This was recorded across the
whole CPR plies; they are known respectively as top, bot, and mid. The maximal stresses
can be calculated using the highest stress in the middle of each lamina.

4.1. Studies on the Design Models
4.1.1. Result of Conventional Design

The analytical method was computed by utilising the exact elastic solution that con-
siders 3D anisotropic elasticity by Xia M. et al. [61] and the analytical CPR model by Wang
C. [112]. It was studied via a comparative investigation by utilising the FEM computed
via ANSYS ACP and ANSYS Structural modules. The geometry and orientation of the
composite layers under conventional design were configured as [90/(0/90)4], as tabulated
in Table 6. The stresses were obtained based on the simulation using the 3 m geometry of
the composite riser. From the finite element analysis (FEA), stresses were obtained along
the various layers, as presented in Figure 11a,b. In Figure 11c,d, the safety factors for
the same configuration are taken from different rosette orientation to show the difference
along each component from FEA. It can be observed that this FEM presents relatively more
stress values in comparison to the analytical method. The burst case was conducted by
considering an internal pressure of 155.25 MPa for this conventional design. From this
investigation, the PEEK liner was recorded to have a stress value of 98.90 MPa from the
analytical method and 99.70 MPa from the finite element method. Thus, both methods pre-
sented a variance of 0.79%. However, the deviations along the fibre path and the transverse
path were respectively >5% and >2% on these stress distributions across the 21 layers of
the CPR model.
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Table 6. Geometry and orientation of the [90/(0/90)4] composite plies for conventional design.

Ply/Layer Name of Layer Inclination
Angle/Orientation (◦◦◦)

Thickness
(mm)

00 The Liner 2.00

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 Hoop Layers 90 1.62

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 Axial Layers 0 1.58
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4.1.2. Result of Tailored Local Design

A comparison between the analytical method (AM) using the analytical CPR model
by Wang C. [112] versus the finite element method (FEM) in this study was performed.
It was investigated by utilising the tailored local design based on the [04,(±53.5)5,904]
configuration as presented in Figure 12a–c. In Figure 12d–f, the safety factors for the same
configuration with 17 laminas were taken from different rosette orientations, to show the
difference along with each component from the FEA. It can be observed that the FEM shows
relatively more stress values in comparison to the analytical method. For the local design,
the stack-up sequence and fibre thicknesses in Table 7 to obtain the results are presented in
Figure 12. The burst case was conducted by considering an internal pressure of 155.25 MPa
for this conventional design. From this investigation, the PEEK liner was recorded with a
stress value of 115.80 MPa from the analytical method and 115.70 MPa from the FEM. Thus,
both methods presented a variance of 0.79%. However, the deviations along the fibre path,
the transverse path, and the in-plane shear path were respectively >1.5%, >7.5%, and >0.5%
along the stress distributions across the 21 laminas of the CPR model.
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Table 7. Lay-up/ply inclination angle for local design for the [04,(±53.5)5,904] and [903,(±53.5)5,05]
configurations.

Design Configuration [04, (±±±53.5)5,904] [903,(±±±53.5)5,05]

Ply/Layer Name of Layer Inclination
Angle/Orientation (◦◦◦) Thickness (mm) Inclination

Angle/Orientation (◦◦◦) Thickness (mm)

00 The Liner 0.0 2.00 0.0 9.00

01

Axial Layers

0.0 1.58 0.0 1.84

02 0.0 1.58 0.0 1.84

03 0.0 1.58 0.0 1.84

04 0.0 1.58 0.0 1.84

05

Angled Layers (or
Off-axis Layers)

53.5 1.88 53.5 1.48

06 −53.5 1.88 −53.5 1.48

07 53.5 1.88 53.5 1.48

08 −53.5 1.88 −53.5 1.48

09 53.5 1.88 53.5 1.48

10 −53.5 1.88 −53.5 1.48

11 53.5 1.88 53.5 1.48

12 −53.5 1.88 −53.5 1.48

13 53.5 1.88 53.5 1.48

14 −53.5 1.88 −53.5 1.48

15

Hoop Layers

90.0 1.62 90.0 1.60

16 90.0 1.62 90.0 1.60

17 90.0 1.62 90.0 1.60

18 90.0 1.62 90.0 1.60

4.2. Result of Load Cases
4.2.1. Result of Burst Case

This subsection presents the findings from the preliminary CPR design, which was the
development’s first model. Figure 13a,b shows a preliminary design with 18 laminae (plies)
and a comparatively thick 2 mm titanium liner but greater layer thicknesses. Figure 13a
shows the maximal stressed profiles along the fibre path. This was conducted using the
same titanium liner on the CPR structure subjected to burst loads. Tensile stresses were
found in the laminae as a result of the internal pressure causing significant tension in the
riser. The highest maximal stress along the fibre path was 1480.8 MPa, recorded from hoop’s
ply 14 across the bottom section, whereas the least maximal stress was 1125.9 MPa, recorded
from hoop’s ply 3 across the top portion. However, across the axial plies, there were high
stresses of 2597 MPa which have more weight. Thus, there is a need for weight reduction, or
to optimise the model by minimising the weight as presented in Section 4.3. Along the fibre
path, the maximal tensile permissible stress was 1648 MPa for AS4/PEEK unidirectional
composites. This maximum stress value was much below that, as along axial’s layers 1–4,
there were relatively minor tensile stresses. Figure 13b depicts the maximal stressed profiles
along the transverse path. This was also conducted using the same burst load on the
laminae. Along the transverse path, the minimal stress recorded was 74.89 MPa, recorded
from axial’s plies 1–4 located across the top portion, whereas the maximal stress recorded
across the hoop’s plies 15–18 were 193.84 MPa, located across the bottom portion. From
Figure 13a,b, the axial layers had the maximum stress at 1017.7 MPa along the fibre path
and 517.7 MPa along the transverse path. 60 MPa was the value of the external pressure
introduced to the collapse instance. The results show similar behaviour for the fibre and
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transverse paths (or directions). However, the stress values in the fibre direction were
higher than the stress values along the transverse direction. It was also observed that the
axial layers had the highest stress values, but the stresses decreased when it reached the
angled layers. This is due to debonding between the different materials and the orientation
angle. As shown in Table 8, the liner’s corresponding stress was 550.0 MPa, which is about
62% of the yield strength. This titanium liner yielded a maximal deformation of 3.37 mm.
Since this liner’s thickness is fairly considerable, it was lowered in subsequent updates
to minimise weight. From this investigation, there is the need to minimise the structural
weight of the CPR based on the preliminary designs while maintaining the integrity of the
CPR structure and without violating acceptable limits of stress.
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Table 8. Riser deformation and liner stress during burst event’s preliminary design.

Particulars Value Unit

Maximum Riser Deformation 3.37 mm

Ultimate Stress of Titanium Alloy 950.00 MPa

Yield Stress of Titanium Alloy 880.00 MPa

Titanium Liner’s Equivalent Stress 550.00 MPa

4.2.2. Result of Collapse Case

From Figure 14, the titanium alloy liner is observed to be important in the reinforce-
ment of the composite body. The axial layers in the fibre direction had the highest stress, up
to 2930 MPa, while the titanium liner’s stress was 1057.7 MPa. The value of the maximum
stress decreased for the angled layers to 1174.8 MPa. The stresses spiked up to 1362.5 MPa
for the hoop layers. As seen in Figure 14, the burst case for the transverse direction had a
different pattern. The highest stress occurred at the titanium liner, up to 239.5 MPa. This
shows that there was a lot of pressure applied, up to 155.25 MPa, and the other layers could
not withstand much of the pressure load, so the liner had to take in a lot of the pressure.
The stress value in the axial layers (layers 2–4) went low to 76.71 MPa. This shows that
at that stage, the liner took in much of the pressure. However, the angle’s layers (layers
5–14) had stresses of up to 145.85 MPa, while the hoop’s layers had pressure effects of up to
193.8 MPa. Figure 6 represents the stress postprocessing of ply 17. Since the fibre-reinforced
bracings perpendicularly align across that of the direction of the load, the highest stresses
occur across the axial plies. The laminate had insignificant tensile stresses profiled across
the fibre path. Additionally, all the maximal stresses that were highest were recorded across
compressed portions of the laminates, thus yielding compressive laminae. The highest
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stresses via the transverse path of each ply, on the other hand, were tensile, while the com-
pressive stresses via the transverse path were of low capacity. The stresses in the transverse
direction were tensile because the laminate was perpendicular to the imparted compressive
force in this direction, resulting in tension. This resulted in low compressive stress along the
fibre path and higher tensile stress via the transverse path. The highest stresses recorded
were via the transverse path of the plies during the collapse instance. Across the transverse
path, it was recorded that the axial’s ply 1 has the highest maximal stress of 54.0 MPa. On
the other hand, the hoop’s ply 14 has the least maximal stress of 28.0 MPa. The laminate’s
maximal tensile long-term strength was 62.4 MPa, correspondingly about 85.0% that of the
maximal stress. As seen in Figure 14, the collapse case satisfied the design requirement, but
there were some inconsistencies between the top, middle, and bottom layers, which was
due to some design nonlinearities and environmental factors. The comparable stress in the
titanium alloy liner in the collapse instance was 525.0 MPa, about 60% of the yield strength,
as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Riser deformation and liner stress during collapse event’s preliminary design.

Particulars Value Unit

Riser’s Maximum Deformation 1.34 mm

Ultimate Stress of Titanium Alloy 950.00 MPa

Yield Stress of Titanium Alloy 880.00 MPa

Titanium Liner’s Equivalent Stress 525.00 MPa

4.2.3. Result of Tension Case

The calculations for the tension cases were achieved by using the effective weight of the
riser when carrying fluid and the riser’s net weight. The composite riser’s effective weight
can be referred to as a function of the wall thickness of the composite riser being analysed.
It was utilised to compute the tension of the riser. The maximum stress profiles measured
in the laminae’s fibre path under tension are shown in Figure 15a,b. At 4584 kN, the riser
was fully tensioned and exposed. The laminae’s tensile stress profiles were examined for
the composite’s long-term tensile stress. The least peak stress along the fibre path was
59.4 MPa across the hoop plies 1–4 and 55.1 MPa across the angled plies, followed by
254.5 MPa across the axial plies 1–4. The maximum long-term allowable tensile stress in the
fibre direction of the AS4/PEEK unidirectional composite is around 8% greater than this
maximum stress figure of 1648.0 MPa. It is worth noting that the hoop layers, plies 14–18,
exhibited compressive stresses. The majority of the load was carried in pure tension by the
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fibres that were orientated in the force direction; as shown by the profiles in Figure 15, the
axial laminae had the highest tensile stresses. Since the hoop fibres were perpendicularly
aligned to the load, compressive stresses were found along the fibre direction. The average
maximum compressive stress across all hoop plies was 48.2 MPa, which is considerably less
than the AS4/PEEK composite’s maximal long-term compressive strength of 864.0 MPa.
For the tension scenario, Figure 15 illustrates the potential stresses present in the transverse
direction of the laminae. The least maximum stress in the transverse direction was 1 MPa
in axial ply 1 and the largest maximum stress was 12 MPa in hoop ply 14. This maximum
stress value is 80% less than the unidirectional AS4/PEEK laminate’s maximum long-term
allowable tensile strength of 62 MPa. The highest tensile stress in plies 4–17 is greater
than the maximum stresses in the mid and top sections of each lamina, which could be an
exception. In comparison to the collapse instance, there were no considerable compressive
stresses across the transverse path. From the results presented in Figure 15a,b, the axial
lamina along the fibre path for the tension instance had the maximum stresses of 252.6 MPa.
Based on the angled lamina and hoop lamina, the stresses had a maximum value of
61.74 MPa, and they were fairly uniform. However, different behaviour is observed in
the transverse direction for the tension instance, as recorded in Figure 15. The highest
stress values recorded across the axial, angled, and hoop lamina were 3.74 MPa, 11.36 MPa,
and 15.15 MPa, respectively. The comparable stress in the titanium alloy liner in the pure
tension scenario was 162 MPa, or about 20% of the yield strength, as shown in Table 10.
This demonstrates titanium alloy’s exceptional tensile behaviour in pure tension.
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Table 10. Riser deformation and liner stress during tension event’s preliminary design.

Particulars Value Unit

Riser’s Maximum Deformation 7.78 mm

Ultimate Stress of Titanium Alloy 950.00 MPa

Yield Stress of Titanium Alloy 880.00 MPa

Titanium Liner’s Equivalent Stress 162.00 MPa

4.2.4. Result of Tension cum External Pressure Case

The highest stresses present along the fibre direction of the laminae for the tension
cum external pressure condition are shown in Figure 16a,b. The riser was subjected to a
maximum tensile load of 2037.0 kN and an external pressure of 19.5 MPa. The composite’s
long-term strength values were then compared to the maximum stress in each ply. Tensile
stresses existed in axial laminae 1–4, but compressive stresses existed in off-axis laminae
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4–13 and hoop laminae 14–18. The rationale here is due to two factors: when the CPR is
tensioned, the axial fibres are tensile and the hoop fibres are in compression, as previously
stated. Furthermore, an external pressure load compresses both the hoop and off-axis
laminae. Due to the 88◦ hoop fibre reinforcements, these fibres contribute to the CPR’s
collapse and burst capacity, with the hoop laminae offering the best collapse resistance. The
stress distribution illustrated in Figure 16 clearly demonstrates this behaviour; the axial
and hoop laminae had the highest tensile and compressive stresses, in respective order. The
hoop laminae provided the best collapse resistance due to the 88◦ hoop fibre reinforcing.
Off-axis ply 7 had the lowest maximum fibre direction compressive stress of 72 MPa,
followed by hoop ply 14 with 278 MPa. The highest stress value was around 30% higher
than the maximum long-term compressive stress value that can be tolerated at 864.0 MPa.
The highest tensile stress along the fibre direction was 300.0 MPa on average, which is about
20% of the maximum long-term tensile strength of 1648.0 MPa. For the tension condition,
Figure 16a,b depicts the maximum stresses in the plies’ transverse direction. There were
no substantial tensile stress distributions throughout the laminate, and the majority of the
stresses across the transverse path were compressive. The least maximum stress in the
transverse path was 5.90 MPa in angled ply 5 down to 1.50 MPa at angled ply 14, while
the largest maximum stress was 12.77 MPa in hoop ply 17. This maximum stress is around
75% less than the maximum long-term permitted compressive stress of 156.80 MPa via
the transverse path of unidirectional AS4/PEEK laminate. From the results presented in
Figure 16a,b, the axial layers across the fibre path for the tension instance had the maximum
stresses of 374.1 MPa. For the angled layer, the stresses had a maximum value of 87.2 MPa,
and the minimum value was fairly uniform. However, a different behaviour was observed
in the transverse direction for the tension instance. The highest stress values for the axial,
angled, and hoop lamina were 3.74 MPa, 11.36 MPa, and 15.15 MPa, respectively. The
comparable stress in the titanium alloy liner in the tension and external pressure situation
was 253 MPa, which is about 30% of the yield strength, as shown in Table 11.
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Lamina Thickness (mm) 

0° ±53.5° 90° 
Case 1 Titanium AS4 PEEK [05,(±53.5)5,905] 2.49 1.7 0.6 
Case 2 Titanium AS4 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 1.84 
Case 3 Titanium AS4 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 3.25 
Case 4 Titanium AS4 PEEK [05,(±53.5)5,905] 2.49 1.7 1.7 
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Case 6 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,05,905] 1.15 1.7 1.84 
Case 7 Titanium AS4 PEEK [06,(±53.5)5,904] 2.49 1.7 0.6 
Case 8 Titanium AS4 PEEK [905,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 0.6 
Case 9 Titanium AS4 PEEK [905,(±53.5)5,05] 1.15 1.7 1.84 

Case 10 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,905,05] 1.15 1.7 1.84 
Case 11 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,905,05] 1.15 1.7 3.25 
Case 12 Titanium AS4 PEEK [06,(±53.5)5,904] 2.49 1.7 1.7 

Figure 16. Stress profiles for the top, middle, and bottom lamina along the (a) fibre and (b) transverse
directions under tension and external pressure case.

Table 11. Riser deformation and liner stress during tension cum external pressure event’s preliminary
design.

Particulars Value Unit

Riser’s Maximum Deformation 11.80 mm

Ultimate Stress of Titanium Alloy 950.00 MPa

Yield Stress of Titanium Alloy 880.00 MPa

Titanium Liner’s Equivalent Stress 253.00 MPa
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4.3. Result of Minimum Weight Study
4.3.1. Effect of Weight per Unit Area

Figure 17 represents the distribution of the thickness of layers and the weight per unit
area for 12 different composite riser configurations. This study was investigated using the
same liner material—titanium liner—on AS4/PEEK material. From this study, it can be
observed that different configurations have different weight per unit areas and thicknesses,
which also has an implication on the structural strength of the composite riser. As observed
in Figure 17 and Table 12, the best configuration based on this analysis was DesignCase7,
as it had the least weight per unit area and would be the lightest with a weight/area value
of 6.60 × 10−8 kg/mm2. However, more investigation is suggested on the detailed weight
savings of the riser models from the local design against the conventional design.
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Table 12. Considerations for effect of weight per unit area for 12 design cases.

Design Case Liner Material Fibre Matrix Lay-Up
Lamina Thickness (mm)

0◦◦◦ ±±±53.5◦◦◦ 90◦◦◦

Case 1 Titanium AS4 PEEK [05,(±53.5)5,905] 2.49 1.7 0.6

Case 2 Titanium AS4 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 1.84

Case 3 Titanium AS4 PEEK [903,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 3.25

Case 4 Titanium AS4 PEEK [05,(±53.5)5,905] 2.49 1.7 1.7

Case 5 Titanium AS4 PEEK [905,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 1.84

Case 6 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,05,905] 1.15 1.7 1.84

Case 7 Titanium AS4 PEEK [06,(±53.5)5,904] 2.49 1.7 0.6

Case 8 Titanium AS4 PEEK [905,(±53.5)5,05] 2.49 1.7 0.6

Case 9 Titanium AS4 PEEK [905,(±53.5)5,05] 1.15 1.7 1.84

Case 10 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,905,05] 1.15 1.7 1.84

Case 11 Titanium AS4 PEEK [(±53.5)5,905,05] 1.15 1.7 3.25

Case 12 Titanium AS4 PEEK [06,(±53.5)5,904] 2.49 1.7 1.7
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4.3.2. Effect of Matrix Cracking

The failure order of the liner, fibre, or matrix is numerically predictable; however, it is
dependent on the composite material, composition of the lay-up, and matrix cracking [87,88].
Thus, there is a need to investigate further on the failure pattern by utilising matrix cracking.
Matrix cracking could be taken as a time-dependent phenomenon that can ensue prior
to failure or post failure of the liner. In most cases, it begins to propagate from the hoop
lamina when the resultant forces perpendicularly act along the fibre path. The axial lamina
(or layers) support the displaced load as a result of this damage. According to the research,
matrix cracking can cause a 10% drop in laminate stiffness [29,32,108]. As a result of the
unpredictability as it is uncertain, the local analysis used lower long-term strength and
stiffness parameters to account for matrix cracking with fatigue, wear, and service failure
over time. The influence of matrix cracking on the CPR model was comparatively studied.
This considered the structural weight using PEEK liners on AS4/PEEK and AS4/Epoxy
designed with matrix cracking and without matrix cracking permissions, as presented in
Figure 18. Matrix cracking study is important to avoid any failure due to liner leakages,
according to specifications in design standards. As such, matrix cracking can be considered
as the failure mode that is most critical for composite riser designs. As such, the design
considered in this research does not permit matrix cracking. The comparison between the
conventional design versus the tailored local design shows that both designs give some
weight gains when there are permissions for matrix cracking. It can also be observed that
when there was no matrix cracking, lower weight profiles were generated. In the design
application of AS4/PEEK configured utilising PEEK liner, the ratio of percentage weight
savings for the conventional to the tailored local design was 68.5%:83.5% without matrix
cracking. However, permitting matrix cracking offered some weight savings of about
5.88%:8.33% for the tailored designs for AS4/PEEK and AS4/Epoxy respectively. Thus, the
study satisfied this design requirement.
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4.3.3. Result of Structural Weight

The investigation on the structural weight of the layers for the composite riser was
conducted using P75/PEEK and AS4/PEEK for six different liners as presented in Figure 19.
It can be observed that the optimization of the structural weight with the tailored local
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design proved to be effective as it presented lower structural weight for the two fibre rein-
forcements investigated. It can be also observed that the P75/PEEK had higher structural
weight than the AS4/PEEK because it had higher strength modulus. Based on the liners,
it was observed that the combination with thermoplastic liners such as PA12 liners was
comparatively less than the combination with the metallic liners. It was recorded that the
AS4/PEEK with PEEK liner had a normalised weight saving ratio of the conventional and
tailored designs of 0.30:0.24. In addition, the structural weight savings for the composite
riser configured using the metallic liners—aluminium, titanium, and steel—are respectively
25%:23%:23% for the tailored design versus the conventional design. On the other hand,
the structural weight savings for the thermoplastic liners—PA12, PEEK, and PVDF—are
respectively 23%:20%:20% for the tailored design versus the conventional design.
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4.3.4. Result of Aggregate Thickness

The investigation on the aggregate thickness of the layers of the composite riser
was conducted using P75/PEEK and AS4/PEEK for six different liners as presented in
Figure 20. It can be observed that the optimization of the aggregate thickness with the
tailored local design proved to be effective as it presented lower normalized values for
the two fibre reinforcements investigated. It can be also observed that the P75/PEEK
had higher magnitudes than the AS4/PEEK because it had higher strength modulus. In
addition, composite risers had higher thickness than the steel model, as increasing the
thickness reflected to be relative to the type of liner combination and the reinforcement
matrix. The worst thickness was reflected by the P75/PEEK model, as the thickness is over
four times (4×) higher than that of AS4/PEEK model, as well as that of steel riser model.
Thus, it will be the least desirable material combination to be considered. Based on the
liners, it was recorded that the AS4/PEEK with PEEK liner had the best performance in
normalised aggregate thickness and it is the recommended configuration.
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4.3.5. Result of Stack-Up Sequence

The influence of the stack-up sequence on the composite riser was conducted as
presented in Figure 21. It was conducted comparing composite riser models at optimized
angled plies considering the normalized structural weights and the aggregate thickness.
Four locations for the angled plies were considered in the investigation: “inner&outer”,
“outer”, “middle”, and “inner” locations. The combination of “inner&outer” location is the
axial fibre in the inner layer with the hoop fibre in the outer layer. In this study, the most
efficient angle was obtained as ±53.5◦ as in the [(0)4,(±53.5)5,(90)4] model configuration
and was considered in the design. From this investigation, it can be observed that the
combination using “inner&outer” location had the least normalized values for both the
aggregate thickness and the structural weight.
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4.3.6. Result of CPR Weight Reduction

An investigation of the CPR weight reduction in steel riser against composite riser
was conducted as presented herein. The minimum structural weights of the steel riser
joints used in TTR production riser strings are listed in Table 13. The weights of the initial
and final CPR designs are compared to the weight limit of a TTR of an X80 steel riser in
Table 14. This global design for the Truss SPAR used was detailed in earlier studies [25,30].
These results are close to the 50%–70% savings from weight reduction reported in the
literature for composite risers. In challenging conditions such as the Gulf of Mexico (GOM),
the North Sea (NS), or Offshore West Africa (OWA), which are the loading conditions for
which this CPR is intended, thicker steel risers are normally employed. As a result, the
indicated weight savings are the absolute least that this CPR design can provide. Lastly,
a comparative study of the structural weight of three design configurations presented
in Figure 22 shows that the tailored local design also proffered more weight savings for
composite risers. Between the three configurations, the AS4/Epoxy with titanium liner had
the highest weight, followed by the AS4/Epoxy configured utilising aluminium liner, and
the least was the AS4/PEEK configured utilising PEEK liner. Thus, the least configuration
is the best design as shown.

Table 13. Comparison of deep water TTR steel riser under 2000 m water depth against its structural
weight.

Depth (m) Thickness (mm) Weight (kg/m)

0–1000 155 23

1000–1600 162 24

1600–2000 170 25

~2000 (approx. range) 160

Table 14. Comparison of weights between a typical TTR steel riser and composite riser.

Design Configuration OD, Outer
Diameter OD Increase Riser Weight Weight

Saving

Steel TTR [90/(0/90)4] 273–275 - 160 -

Preliminary [54,(±54.7)10,884] 314.6 13% 73 54%

Second [04,(±53.5)5,904] 315.2 13.5% 70 57%

Final [33,(±62)10,885] 316.6 14% 54 66%
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5. Concluding Remarks

The 18-layered composite production riser (CPR) was designed specifically for deep
water conditions. The tailored design of the composite riser was conducted for deep water
environments. This research presents different CPR configurations designed to minimise
the structural weight. To achieve this, the material attributes listed in Section 3.2 were
utilised. The CPR is comprised of a liner and a multilayered body. Three lamina designs
were numerically studied using ANSYS Composites ACP R1 2021, consisting of 17, 18,
and 21 layers. In this research, a variety of liners, including titanium and aluminium
alloys, were investigated. The stresses on the CPR lamina in both the fibre and transverse
directions were calculated utilising four distinct loadings. The stress profiles were found
to be affected differently depending on the design orientation. The results for all stress
profiles in the fibre and transverse orientations for the CPR model were also provided. The
results were validated and show good agreement. In the current model, two models of 3 m
and 5 m composite riser were considered.

The model highlights include the following: Firstly, composite materials applied in
the local analysis of composite marine risers are useful in prototype production. Secondly,
the local design of composite risers using different materials minimises structural weight
was presented. Thirdly, there is novelty in the analysis of composite riser assessment
to minimise the weight, useful in the global design. Fourthly, the comparative study of
composite riser designs is presented with detailed mechanical characterization for deep
water application. Lastly, the study uses indicators such as safety factors to investigate the
stress magnitudes and make recommendations for standards development on composite
risers.

From this model, it is observed that there is an influence of metal cracking and metal–
composite interface on the lamina, between the hoop plies, off-axis plies, and axial plies.
Moreover, the results show that the stresses along the fibre directions are higher than the
stresses in the hoop layers. Overall, the technique for this design revealed the composite
risers’ stress profiles for various load scenarios, guiding offshore designers on composite
risers. The angled layers were more affected by tension and external pressure loading, as
shown in Section 4.2. The loads operating on the riser lamina (or plies) led to the behaviours
along the direction of the applied forces. In addition, the design revealed that throughout
the burst instance, the liner withstood considerable pressure. This means that the inner
liners do not need to be reinforced any further. For the first load instance (burst), the results
showed high stress magnitudes and safety factor values along the fibre direction acting
upon the axial plies. The implication is that the CPR will be extremely strong and able to
tolerate harsh weather conditions. It is noteworthy that the stress profiles of the inner axial
lamina, alternated angled lamina, and outer hoop lamina show substantial variation in all
of the results.

However, more research into the global design of the CPR under various ocean
conditions is recommended. This is desirable to explain the possible cause leading to
particular observations. Finally, the analysis indicates that adapting the design of the
CPR to appropriate fibre reinforcement angles and liner combinations can save enough
weight. This study shows sufficient weight savings on the CPR design by tailoring the
designs to achieve suitable fibre reinforcements, fibre orientation angles, unique lay-up
sequences and liner combinations. Further study is recommended on cost with factors
for the cost model for CPRs, as the cost model and manufacturing may be considered in
the future. In addition, data-driven optimization methods for composite shells should
be supplemented with proper-orthogonal-decomposition-based buckling analysis and
optimization of hybrid fiber composite risers [120–122]. These could include a multi-
fidelity competitive sampling method for surrogate-based stacking sequence optimization
of composite shells with multiple cut-outs, as well as other techniques. Lastly, further
work on the composite riser should include robust global design [42–46], fatigue analysis
of the composite riser [93,123–126], and the structural integrity/reliability of the composite
riser [94,127].
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